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Abstract

In this symposium, several functions of skeletal

systems (mechanisms), muscles (actuators) and ner-

vous systems (control) in adaptive motion will be dis-

cussed. In addition, relations and coupling between

them should become important issues for discussion.

In vertebrates, the nervous system as the control in-

stance allows to separate into low level (generation and

control at spinal cord), medium level (adaptation at

cerebellum), and high level (adaptation at cerebrum)

control. In invertebrates, on a �rst glance the under-

lying morphology is more integrated, making it di�-

cult to identify functional sub-units of control. Muscu-

loskeletal systems more than ever have to be analyzed

in view of dynamic properties of mechanisms. The

transfer of those molecular physiological and biome-

chanical concepts into applications on machine design

will be an important topic of the conference.

1 Motivation

It is our dream to understand principles of animals'

surprising abilities in adaptive motion and to transfer

such abilities on a robot. Up to now, mechanisms

for generation and control of stereotyped motions and

adaptive motions in well-known simple environment

were formulated to some extent and successfully ap-

plied to robots. However, principles of adaptation to

various environments have not yet been clari�ed, and

autonomous adaptation is left unsolved as seriously

di�cult problem in robotics.

Apparently, the adaptation ability shown by ani-

mals and needed by robots in a real world can not be

explained or realized by one single function in control

system and mechanism. That is, adaptation in motion

is induced at every level in a wide spectrum from cen-

tral neural system to musculoskeletal system. Thus,

we organized this symposium for scientists and engi-

neers concerned with adaptation on various levels to

be brought in contact, to discuss on principles on each

level and to investigate principles governing total sys-

tems. We believe that this symposium will stimulate

interests of both scientists and engineers.

2 Outlines

Starting with "high level sensory adaptation" (vi-

sion), we arranged the following sessions in an order

"decreasing level of neural control, increasing intelli-

gence of construction/morphology/mechanisms".

� Visual Adaptation Mechanisms of Systems in Lo-

comotion

� Neuro-Mechanics

� Design of Neural Controller

� Adaptive Locomotion

� Modeling and Analysis of Motion

� Adaptive Mechanics

� Behavior and Motion of Humans & Humanoids

� Technical Development of Mechanism and Con-

trol

� Super-Mechano Systems

The backgroud of papers in those sessions widely

broaden on biology, physiology, biomechanics, non-

linear system dynamics and robotics. It is usually

di�cult for people from di�erent disciplines to discuss

on particular issues. In order to ease this problem, we

invited �ve keynote speakers impressively studying on

each �eld. We expect from each keynote speaker to

give a comprehensive knowledge found in his �eld to

the audience before the start of the more specialized

technical sessions. We also asked the �rst speaker of

each session to explain current states of related re-

search �eld with additional 10 minutes of talk.

Although all presented studies are referring to prin-

ciples of animals' motion in some sense, each study

di�ers from others in the actual extent of reference.

Roughly speaking, two thirds of all contributions are



deeply inspired by principles discovered in animals'

motion. In the remaining studies, new ideas are

engineeringly proposed and not always constrained

by principles of animals' motion. The comparison

and competition between biologically inspired meth-

ods and engineeringly derived methods in view of abil-

ity and complexity in adaptation is important for the

future development of novel machines.

3 Key Issues in AMAM

In this section, several key issues in AMAM clari-

�ed through discussion between IPC members are enu-

merated. Terms contrasted in each subsection are not

always contrary to each other. But it is very inter-

esting that there are di�erent standing positions in

considering generation and adaptation of motion.

3.1 Animals vs. Machines

Animals and machines are quite di�erent in their

sensors, actuators, and controlling devices. We would

like to know what kind of principles in adaptive mo-

tion can be the same, similar or should be di�erent in

animals and machines.

3.2 Behavior vs. Motion

There were several interdisciplinary conferences

concerned with \Adaptive Behavior": SAB2000[1], for

example. In SAB and behavior based robotics, impor-

tance of \embodiness" and \dynamics" were empha-

sized. But these terms usually are used in the sense

that a system has sensors and actuators, or that a time

factor is considered, since they were proposed in ar-

ti�cial intelligence. The control system in most cases

is represented by a diagram consisting of boxes and

arrows or a state transition graph.

On the other hand, most of studies presented in

AMAM are concerned with \natural dynamics" ex-

pressed by dynamic equations. The control system or

mechanism for \Adaptive Motion" is described by us-

ing di�erential equations or transfer functions. There-

fore, dynamic properties of both control system and

musculoskeletal system are important, and adaptation

at all levels is required.

Of course, di�erences between behavior and motion

described above are not induced by their linguistic def-

inition, but just the temporary status at this moment.

3.3 Model Based vs. Biologically In-

spired

In conventional robotics, since exact models of a

robot and environment are necessary and the whole

motion of a robot in environment is described as an

algorithm based on models, autonomous adaptation

requires complicated programs.

On the other hand, such biologically inspired meth-

ods like connectionism or behavior based robotics em-

ploy a quite di�erent approach. In those methods,

motion is not described by using algorithms govern-

ing the whole system but by using relations between

elements, and adaptive motion is generated through

emergent interaction with the environment. Since re-

lations between elements in response to sensor input

are su�cient as a description, autonomous adaptation

can be derived by simple programs and complicated

dynamics of systems in biologically inspired methods.

But we have some di�culties in predicting what kind

of motion is generated in particular environment.

The comparison between the methods is illustrated

in Table 1.

Model Based Biologically

Inspired

model robot and not necessary

environment explicitly

description algorithm govern- relation be-

for motion ing whole system tween elements

prediction/ easy di�cult

reappearance

adaptation complicated emergence

program in dynamics

Table 1 Comparison between a model based method

and a biologically inspired method for adaptive motion

3.4 Control vs. Mechanics

In high speed motion like running, it is di�cult to

realize e�ective control in very short stance phase.

Therefore, the importance of the passive dynamic

properties of the musculo-skeleton is pointed out in

biology, and machine design in such view point is em-

phasized in robotics in these days. The passive dy-

namic properties yet identi�ed to be relevant in this

context are the con�guration of joints and links (ge-

ometry, morphology, topology) and spring and damp-

ing factors in muscles, tendons, soft tissues, joints or

exoskeletons (structural or material properties).



On the other hand, one of the reasons why mo-

tion generation and adaptation can be derived by us-

ing relatively simple neural systems is that part of

the dynamics of the musculoskeleton is encoded in

neural systems as parameters of CPG(Central Pat-

tern Generator) and reexes. Therefore, the coupling

between the dynamics of neural system and the pas-

sive dynamic properties of the musculoskeleton will

become increasingly important in biologically inspired

robotics.

Studies of \Super-Mechano Systems" also are aim-

ing at the new machine design method by combining

control theory and mechanical design.

3.5 Locomotion vs. Manipulation

Are locomotion and manipulation based on the

same principles, as far as mechanisms of motion gen-

eration and adaptation are concerned? IPC members

have no consensus about how to answer this ques-

tion. At least in robotics, locomotion and manip-

ulation have been developed independently to some

extent. For example, �ne motion in assembly tasks,

and motion planning and control in vision coordina-

tion are typical sensor based adaptations in manipula-

tion. Manipulation theories for such motion types are

established completely independently of locomotion.

But we have established su�cient locomotion theories

in neither sensor based nor sensorless dynamic adap-

tation yet. It seems that this is the reason why a lot

of people are interested in biologically inspired loco-

motion control.

We even would like to provoke any comments from

participants from di�erent �elds to this topics.

3.6 Visuomotor Adaptation in Locomo-

tion

Even if we accept that basic walking patterns to

some extent are generated by CPGs, it is not clear

enough how vision based adaptation is related to

CPGs. There are several hypotheses:

(1) directive signals based on vision are sent to CPG

and CPG itself adjusts motion of a leg,

(2) reexes based on vision adjust motions of a leg

independently of CPGs generating basic walking

patterns,

(3) only reexes generate walking patterns and adjust

motion of a leg without CPGs.

We are expecting active discussion in related sessions.

In addition, it is also very important to make

it clear how adaptation based on vision is acquired

through learning.

3.7 Being Genetically Programmed vs.

Learning vs. Development

It is well known that a horse can start walking

several hours after its birth perhaps mostly by a ge-

netically programmed mechanism with slight tuning

mechanism at spinal cord. However, as sensor infor-

mations for adaptation become sophisticated, learning

at the cerebellum for adaptation and learning at the

basal ganglia for adjustment based on vision becomes

more important. When we design control systems for

a robot, it will become important to make it clear what

kind of combinations of these mechanisms are totally

e�ective in view of costs of programming, experiments

and computation. In addition, during ontogenetic de-

velopment not only parameter tuning but also drastic

changes of structure are a very important matter of

adaptation.

4 Future

It is important how to combine contrasted issues in

Section.3 according to task level.

No matter what we discuss on, \Science vs. En-

gineering" or \Biology vs. Robotics" is not one of

the key issues in AMAM. When we solve unknown

complicated problems, it is desirable to proceed anal-

ysis and synthesis concurrently. It is well-known that

analysis by synthesis is a really good and important

methodology to understand principles. That means

the beginning of a new interdisciplinary research �eld

where science and engineering are merged.
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